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Oh California

Apparently the
recent launch of a
missile off the coast of
L.A , as reported in the
L.A. Times 11-9-2010,
was a “mirage,”
“contrail.” Difficult to
accept the ridicule,
dismissal after the due
diligence and specific
information, video.
Timed just before the
G-20 meeting in Korea, one of the prerequisites, caveats of
a classified submarine
missile launch is
“make sure you don’t
shoot a whale.”
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Freedom Diagram

The Federal Reserve
System is enslaving
people to debt. This
is not Freedom.

Sentiment for big government, pro climate-actionplanning, anti-oil company
sentiment, and economic
ignorance is strong in California. Many, if not the
majority of the voters have
not made the connection
between their financialhousehold crisis and their
decisions regarding the
above sentiments.
“Apparently” people
voted for the same retread,
union backed politicians
with the same weak arguments regarding the “riche”
people and the “poor down
and outers.” Amazing
The voters were persuaded by political commercials that edged up on,
and in some cases crossed
the line (B. Boxer campaign
ads). Many political ads
“cleverly” were designed to
be nasty, vile, vituperative,
suggestive, adolescent type
rants using exaggeration,
draconian graphic word
phrases; AND difficult for
the large numbers of immigrants to understand the
nuances and half truths of
the English language used.
Many of those voting went
for it.
Jerry Brown, candidate
for his third term as Governor even got in a freebie
when a tape recording was

“leaked” regarding something said at a brain storming session for political
advertizing schemes.
Someone said, and it sure
sounded like Jerry, that his
primary opponent was a
*oar. The “news” media
carried the story for days.
Everyone at Jerry et al didn’t do much; and then conveniently Jerry’s wife took
the “gaffe rap.” Ridicule is
the norm for them.
Slander? Libel?
The “Democrat Party”
group of partisans is now
bragging, gloating about a
sweep in California. Beginning in 2011 they will control of the Governor’s position, the State Assembly,
and State Senate. I’m not
sure what the Courts look
like now. In addition to this,
the people of California
passed a referendum
changing the Legislative
vote required to pass a
budget: from two-thirds
now, to a 50%+ majority.
Amazing
Businesses are closing
down, have left the state or
gone to China. With Legislative passage of sweeping
environmental requirements coming, even the
remaining industries left in
California are facing extinction.

Homeowners, in many
cases are underwater (owe
more than they can get for
their homes). Starting in
2011 newly constructed
houses will be required to
have fire sprinklers installed. This is not cheap
(nor safe, especially with
young children around).
I’ve heard that farmers
in the Fresno area have
been required not to plant
their fields because there
is “not enough water” for
the Cal-FED regulation requirements. California is
importing a lot of agricultural products now.
Prisons are bulging with
inmates (three strikes you
are in for good).
K-12 schools are not
doing so good: very high
drop out rates, language
deficiencies, mandatory
sex (pornography) education.
Yes, there is a lot of selfrekidding going on.
The following diagram
sums it up. Childhood
beliefs are intruding
into Adult thinking. An
overlap has occurred.
Instead of being controlled by your outrage,
separate your Child feelings and Adult thinking.

Federal Reserve Notes - the dollar bill
The next time you pull a
Federal Reserve Note out
of your wallet, purse, take
another look at it. I’m referring to “Money.” On the
back side it says “In God
We Trust.” On the front
lower left it says in small
print: “This Note is Legal
Tender for All Debts, Public

and Private.”
This greenback is recognized world wide. And as
more of these are made
(printed) to cover all the
public and private debts,
the value of this note is
decreasing. In other words,
it is costing more to buy
fuel, food, medicine, shoes,

clothing; even the stuff
from China is costing more.
What’s next? What’s to
do? What’s to do about the
Federal Reserve System?
The system appears to be a
lot more powerful than our
“constitutional” form of
government.
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Special points of
Interest:
In brief, in the Theory
of Freedom, not included are elements
on how individuals
and go'vts are related; social behavior
racketeering; games
people play; social
modalities. Most of
this material has
been taught to High
School students with
personal benefits to
the individual (and
the school education)
each becoming more
skilled at considerately and responsibly
governing his own
individual behavior
around and with
others and at home,
too.

California
Constitution
Article 7,
Section 10.
Jerry Brown is the
present Attorney
General of California.
It is doubtful he or his
Office will enforce the
slander / libel
provisions in Article 7,
Section 10. Conflict of
interest? Insider
deal?
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A person's internal
PARENT is the organ
holding ones personal
values, ethics,
principles and is the
basis for forming
personal judgments.
The Parent defines
what's good for the
person and what's not.
It protects and fosters
the integrity of the
person and valued
others (family) - social,
environmental,
physical, nutritional,
and educational.
A person's ADULT is
the organ of reasoning.
A person's CHILD is
the collection of
childhood experiences,
the basis of one's
ongoing emotional life.
Your Child is inventive,
imaginative.
(E. Berne)

“Personal
judgment” is a
product of
personal Parent
AND Adult.

The following is a continuation of the “The Freedom Theory Letter” written by F.H. Ernst
Jr. in February 1988.
“Recently another CFR star
agent, Frank Carlucci, has rearisen to the top of governmental visibility, first at NSC, now at
the Pentagon. For those who
think Casper Weinberger was a
blessing, he has been in CFR
just about as long as George
Shultz. Casper was given "the
good-guy", pro-US defense role
in the CFR's casting, for us the
public to see. He did TALK a lot
for Strategic Defense Initiative
BUT it is still on the shelf.
ACTIONS by Weinberger? NO
SDI in over 5 years since proposed by the President. This
despite good working equipment being ready to DEFEND
US, NOW.
One of the features of the
psychopath, whether a
"Situational Personality" OR
an "Anti-Social Personality" is
the discrepancy between his
words AND (the results of) his
deeds. Another feature of the
con man psychopath is his
charming, convincing "patter."
Bill Casey, CFR, built the
road from Russia to Afghanistan the Russians use now,
instrumental in getting the Soviets their truck factory that now
builds carriers for the troops
into Afghanistan. Most likely he
changed his mind out of sight
of the CFR in the mid 80s and
just like a KGB defector readying to defect, covered his tracks
well. He did set up the "Covert
of Coverts" as Oliver North said
last July. This Covert of Covert's
was the unmasking of Council
On Foreign Relations, "The
Elite Boy's Club of New York."
I don't know what to make of
Jeane Kirkpatrick's recent CFR
membership. Maybe one of
those innocuous bland, window
dressings on their part? Or
something more serious? She
presents good talks to freedom
fighters. I do recall that former
California US Senator who got
his reputation by "confronting"
the "bad-mouthers" at San
Francisco State about 25 years
ago; then as Senator

continued

{Hayakawa} was the 67th vote
to give away the Panama Canal, 10 years ago. The staging
at SF State 25 years ago was
nothing short of completely and
masterfully convincing, then.
Made his "conservative"
name!
Best conservative estimate:
70% US Senate controlled by
CFR AND at least 65% of the
US House of Representatives.
This based on stories in eg,
Insight, Human Events, Washington Inquirer, Independent
American, Chattanooga, Richmond VA, New Hampshire papers, R. Murdoch's papers, AND
their own voting records.
Then too, Alex Haig, member
of CFR? Beats me! He has become richer by a million or so
since his State Dept days. Last
few days he sent his supporters
over to Dole's side.
Arnaud de Boorchgrave,
CFR: There is nothing inconsistent with his being Editor of
the Washington Times AND
member in good standing of
the Council on Foreign Relations. As above, the only way
for a club intent on bringing
down liberty in a nation like the
USA, is to staff both the freedom forces AND the coercion
forces. No question, William F.
Buckley, CFR, is precocious.
Katharine Graham, CFR,
owner of the anti-freedom,
Washington Post, billions in
personal assets. A. Ochs Sulzberger and A. Hays Sulzberger,
New York Times, members of
CFR, constant companion of
their own "situational truths",
and their own "situational freedom" of their own press. They
(and their staff) decide what is
"news" and what (to suppress
because it) is "non-news." Taking orders, giving orders?
El Salvador a few years
back? The populace there in
their own national election,
harassed and bleeding from
Castro's Cuban and Ortega's
Nicaraguan ambushes really
thought they could select the
leader of their own choice,
D'Aubisson! NOT SO! A little
name calling and we here in US

went for it. D'Aubisson was
"persona non grata" to CFR. The
CFR controllers in our CFR run
US State Dept. threw out the
results of that election, called
for another. It was all made to
sound plausible to us here at
home by the CFR's media in our
homes and papers. We here in
this country were fed the standard pablum and ipecac
(makes you throw up) about
someone the CFR does not like
in a far away place. Remember
the Shah? Duarte in office
since as CFR puppet. There has
been the wholesale installation
of CFR approved Salvadoran
"situationals" into every conceivable office of that nation's
bureaucracy, top to bottom.
Of our own elected representatives, it is a rare one who,
when not a "situational personality" himself, does not have a
"peer reviewed" marriage.
This is true which ever gender
the elected. AND almost routinely the elected have a severe case of office "staff infection." "Dr. X?"
One of the dangers increasingly apparent to those of us
looking at the "benefits" of the
CFR as they run our media and
most of our elected, plus a lot
of our judiciary, IS THE DANGER
of them being able to manufacture a set of real crises for the
country, eg at the same time:
Some major strikes, bank failures, banning private guns AND
private gold, perhaps a few
"cooperative" Soviet missiles
thrown in for good measure,
breakdown of private telephone
system AND CFR TV blaring on
its networks, the "inescapable
doom" if we don't "compromise
a little" and give up "a few of"
our freedoms. Then "naturally",
a big cry for a "Constitutional
Convention to take care of your
safety AND protect you" (a
standard protection racket
line). The Russians ARE NOT
THE PRINCIPLE THREAT TO US.
What was the US Senate
vote on the anti-US citizen
Genocide Treaty, two years
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ago? About 82 for it in our Senate. The Genocide Treaty? All it
does is to insure the removal of
a segment of the U S citizen's
personal Constitutional protections by the courts of our
land. It places certain matters,
like certain kinds of name calling and perhaps some individual assaults out of the jurisdiction of US Courts and US Constitutional law, and instead
places these before the World
Court. Nothing in that treaty
requires a nation be held accountable for its crimes
against a race. Nothing in that
treaty outlaws the genocide by
the Soviet Government against
the Afghanistan people, or in
Ethiopia or ....
Why identify the Genocide
Treaty vote with the number of
US Senators with suspicion of a
Situational Personality? Each
Senator knew what he was
voting on. Each one got at least
one letter and one call about
the nature of that treaty before
he voted on it. Those Senators
who voted against were articulate AND did inform their colleagues. Taking orders on how
to vote or not, each had the
information about that treaty's
adverse effect on the individual citizen's Constitutional
right's. President signed it, true!
Who's his closest adviser?
As M. Rothbard has said,
John Davidson Rockefeller set
out to gain total power and
control around the globe over
all petroleum reserves, refining,
distribution and sales facilities.
His progeny continue in the
same goal, just deleting the
conditions in the above sentence after "all."
The purpose of any bureaucracy is FIRST to perpetuate itself, SECOND to control
and regulate some aspect of
human behavior. The total bureaucracy aims to totally regulate the behavior of those under its control, eg China - the
block warden in charge of female reproductive behavior, ie
monthly menstruation checkups.
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THE DECISIONS A PERSON
MAKES: Circling the three
stacked circles (Rissman) enables us to classify and portray
a person's ways of making
decisions. Circling them helps
even better to graphically
display the defects of the
negite's Situational Personality.
The decisions people
make, can be sorted into
three classes:
1. Alternative type decisions locate and choose from
among an assortment. This
kind of decision involves
Adult AND Child.
2. Compromise decisions give and take, give a little
and gain a little. These involve use of ones Parent
AND Child.
3. Judgment decisions - deciding on a course of action
that will have effects upon
the future health, welfare
and safety of self and/or
others, ie involving protection of the integrity of someone. These are made by
using ones Parent AND
Adult.
Personal judgment involves
making decisions affecting
present AND future events/
circumstances. Quality judgment decisions require both
the accumulation of a body of
experience/learning (Adult)
AND keeping one's own stable
set of reliable and tested personal values by which to calibrate the future effects of the
decision on self and/or others.
Ask a negite (termite) for a
decision involving personal
judgment. Quite often, espe-

cially if not pre-rehearsed, he
will beg off for the time being
(until he can get back to his
committee for a decision/
backing).
"SITUATIONAL JUDGMENTS"
Having had the more stabilized and fixed reference
points for behavior and conduct (personal values and ethics) removed from their individual personalities in order to
accommodate their Invisible
Bureaucracy, they {negites} are
unable to generate viable judgment decisions. Absence of
personal Parent values in the
Situational Personality leads
to the handicap in making judgment decisions.
ILLUSTRATION: Summer 1987
on Crossfire at Robert Novak's
comment to Robert McNamara that the Mutually Assured
Destruction doctrine "Shows
poor judgment", CFR's McNamara came unglued. His Childhood based impotent rage
showed fully. He did not have
the personal judgment available to back off. His Child was
exposed, unprotected by anything except naked rage, ie
MAD in action!
As a substitute for judgment, NEGITES (termites) try to
compensate, using alternatives
style thinking, first
"Brainstorming" for a range of
alternatives, then again using
"alternatives", cutting up each
brainstormed alternative for
liabilities, concluding with testing the surviving alternatives in
committee mock-up dress rehearsals.

Adult

Child

In the case of the
"Situational
Personality" the
personal PARENT has
been replaced by the
"SituationalCommittee" PARENT
and its "Situational"
ethics, values &
instructions. (&
"peer review")
In the background,
extensive "committee
work" has gone into
preparation of the
unit, (deactivating
personal value after
personal value) and a
regular testing
program
implemented to make
sure those personality
elements are not
coming back to life.
DIAGNOSTIC of the
situational
personality:
No Personal Parent.
Self-rekidding is
active.

“Personal
judgment” is
absent when
the personal
Parent is
absent.
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“Mastery of the universe is
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SITUATIONAL PERSONALITY
COMPROMISES
Another spin off to understanding the Situational Personality by circling the
stacked circles, is that now
we can see that the Compromises they make, are not
real compromises. Again,
having no personal Parent,
their "Compromises" are still
alternatives, only in another
shading. Once a treaty or
agreement is signed it is then
time to reopen negotiations.
This is how the Soviets do it.
This is how that "master of
compromise", Howard Baker
does it.
Without personal values
and ethics there is no personal commitment for any
negite (termite) to stay with
the intent of any word he
gave, abide by any treaty
(contract) he signed. For the
Situational Personality,
"keeping his word (or not)" is
another set of alternatives to
choose from AND will depend
solely on considerations of
alternatives by the bureaucracy in which the unit is a
member. This helps to account for the Soviet respect
for a strong America, the wisdom of "Peace Through
Strength."

entertainments, as a steady
diet, contain threads to promote long term, Childhoodbased resentments and riotous emotions
and actions,
instead of
reasoned,
Adult-based,
judicious,
"common
I Am
sense" behavior and
Not-OK
voting.
THE PRINCIPLE "SOVIET
THREAT" TO
THE USA
COMES
FROM OUR CONTROLLED
(CFR) TELEVISION. HEARD
ABOUT THE CFR's PRIVATE
CLUB IN MOSCOW?
"MUTUAL ACCOMODATION"
in outline: "The OK Corral:
The Grid For What's Happening!"
This shows the four major
classes of event outcomes;
from which you may be able to
choose for events coming your
way in life: Get-On-With, GetRid-Of, Get-Away-From, and
Get-Nowhere-With. Both the
physical impossibility and
common sense judgment say You cannot get-on-with every-

one, can't be friends with everyone. The next diagram
shows how these outcomes
come about.

You Are OK
GetAwayFrom

GetOnWith

GetNowhereWith

GetRidOf

I Am
OK

You Are NOT-OK
"OK" is the VALUE holding
weight for the event at hand.
Some people you can be
friends with (GOW), some you
avoid (GAF), some you ignore
(GNW), and some you dismiss
(GRO).

THE NEWS or "THE
THE OK CORRAL: GRID FOR WHAT’S HAPPENING
NEWS": INFORMATION
You Are OK
or DISINFORMATION
A well informed public
almost routinely makes
good voting decisions. In
Get-Away-From
Get-On-With
these days of disinformaeg: Walk away, leave
eg: Verifiable mutual trust
tive propaganda by 90% of
Take cover, escape
Mutual respect, consideration
our print media and 95% by Back off, avoid
Give a thank you,
our electronic media, the
Take leave, resign
Accommodate each other.
CFR aim is to rouse the
FREE TO BE WITH, DO WITH
BE FREE FROM
masses into
injudicious
I Am
I Am
actions not in
OK
Not-OK
keeping with
Get-Nowhere-With
Get-Rid-Of
keeping our
eg: Delay, hold back,
eg: Evict, dismiss, lock away
liberties and freedoms.
Filibuster,
postpone,
Ridicule, jeer,
Electronic media entertains
Ignore,
stall,
Belittle,
betray
our populace. The Child is
Take-a-raincheck
Over-rule
the one in us entertained
BE FREE OF
by the clowns & stories, the BE FREE NOT, FREE KNOT
audio-visual. Many of these

You Are NOT-OK

